
CFL1012A ORB

ITEM#:CLF1012A

SIZE:φ52"X25.5-20.5"H

52-INCH CRYSTAL CEILING FAN52-INCH CRYSTAL CEILING FAN
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Safety Information
Pre-Installation
Hardware included
Celing
Hanging the Fan

Attaching the Fan Blades
Attaching the Lights
Install the crystal shade
Use of remote control
Care and cleaning
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23.90lb
10.84kg 4.59cu.ft.

21.01lb
9.53kg
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FF

GG

HH

II

JJ

FF Motor housing screw and lock washer(preassembled)

GG Light kit mounting screw(preassembled) 3

HH Light holder thumbscrew(preassembled) 4

II Plastic wire nut(not to scale) 3

JJ Pull chain and fob (not to scale) <hand pull chain only>
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1.Fasten the Blade to the fan-motor assembly by
   inserting the alignment post into the slot on the 
   bottom of the motor and tightening the pre-
   installed Blade screws.
 2.Repeat this step for the remaining blade 
    assemblies.

1.Fastening the blade to the motor

1. Remove the three screws from the light kit and
  install them into the light pan.
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RED Insert the line in the switching box of the motor into
the line of the light and tie insulated rubber tape.



S45 4W*3PCS
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2.Please use on/off type"a" bulb max 25-watt or cfl bulb max  
     5-watt or led bulb max 5-watt, there is led 4-watt bulb in the box .

1.Select the appropriate bulb and install it on the lamp holder.

3.Hang the Glass lamp cover string on the lamp, and then put the 
     decorative pan in the bottom of the glass shade then screw
     the decorative ball into the lamp.

Turn on the power and check the operation of the fan.The 
remote controls the fan speed and light.

(hand pull chain only)

4. Connect the chain to the fan and the light switch.
    (hand pull chain only)

If you reed to change the direction 
of fan you need to remove the 
lampshade and slide the switch 
which on the lamp box

Glass lamp cover

Decorative ball

Decorative pan
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Remote control wiring diagram
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52-INCH CRYSTAL CEILING FAN52-INCH CRYSTAL CEILING FAN

Pull Chain fan


